
Framing Focus

Creating unique frame designs for multiple photographs is our

specialty. Whether you’ve been on vacation, had a special

occasion, or went into Grandma’s attic, we will help you

capture these moments in a beautiful frame design that will fit any

home or office decor.

Photographs, memorabilia, and artwork often feature themes.

We can style a great design using wonderful mats and interesting

shapes for openings. Multi-level mats can add depth and dimension

to your photographs. Mats of various textures and colors can also

make the overall presentation pop out. Designs can be also drawn on

the mats with lovely inks to give a one-of-a-kind look to your special

memories.

Vacation photographs of your trip to the Grand Canyon might

lend themselves to a sand-colored mat, for example, outlined in a

brown mat with a beige mat underneath. Adding levels to a mat

design can accent the different colors in your photos.

Photographs can be combined with other items to remind you of

a special event or provide a home for a valuable collection. High-

lighting your favorite baseball cards with a pennant accentuates the

team’s colors and adds color to the walls they are displayed on.

Medals and ribbons with a photo make a winning combination.

Contrasting the ribbon colors and those in the photograph with differ-

ent mat colors and textures offers an outstanding visual mixture. Is

there a medal in an odd shape that would be a great focal point for

your child’s all-star photo and team picture? We can design a mat

that makes you feel as if you can reach out and touch the award.

What about those multi-generational photographs from your

attic?  Think about arranging them chronologically or in different

sizes with several layers of mats. Ordinary photographs are brought

to life with this creative matting technique.

Our goal is make your memories last a lifetime, and framing for

special occasions is our specialty. Stop by with your photographs,

awards, and memories, and we will create a one-of-a-kind design just

for you.  ■

A collection of baseball cards gets star treatment. The top
blue mat along with the mounts behind the cards and 
pennant accent the team colors. A stylish black and gold
frame adds depth to the design.

Multi-Opening 
Mats Tell a Story

This award-winning design uses a light wood frame with
an inner frame of the same finish. The mounts behind the
photo accent the colors of the horse. The opposite mat
colors behind the ribbons complement one another.

This stunning yet simple design for a collection of vaca-
tion photos uses a double mat. Further enhancing the
desert and mountain feel of this design is a frame with a
cinnamon color finish. 
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One of the best ways you can save memorabilia

and memories is in a beautifully designed shadow-

box. Shadowboxes of all sizes and shapes can

capture those special times and save them forever. Shadow-

boxes complement any room and furniture style.

Your wedding day will always be remembered with a

uniquely designed shadowbox. We can take two photos and

frame them within the shadowbox, while at the same time

showcase the bridal bouquet and ringbearer’s pillow. We

will engrave your initials on the background mat to give you

a precious memory that is beautiful enough to put over a

mantel or hang on any wall. 

Memorabilia of all kinds, whether it is for sports, birth-

days, professions, hobbies, or

tributes, are often more dramat-

ic when placed in shadowbox-

es. Maybe you have a collec-

tion of Beatles memorabilia that

tells a story or a golf ball and

other objects that tell of your

hole-in-one. No matter what you

have, we have the answer—a

fabulous shadowbox. We have

the best ideas and designs to

help you save and savor those

special moments.  ■

This odd-shaped shadowbox,
“Hole in One,” features a real
hole so the golf ball can enter
and travel through the piece.

Stylish Shadowboxes


